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John Adams believed that July 2nd, which was when
the Continental Congress voted in favor of a resolution
for the colonies’ independence, was the correct date
on which to celebrate the birth of American independence, and would reportedly turn down invitations to
appear at July 4th events in protest.

Libraries & Ideas
This article was written by Reference Librarian Karen Connell, and was
published in the May 20th edition of the Columbus Telegram.
Coffee table books, big books, oversized books…. whatever you’d like to call
them, the Columbus Public Library has them available for you to check out
and take home! These books are typically too large to carry around with you
like a standard sized book, but they have beautiful photos or illustrations and
contain interesting information on a topic. Whether you are having company
or just want something to browse while at home, we have a variety of large
books perfect for your coffee table.
National Geographic publishes excellent coffee table books and we have one
of their latest for you to check out. “The Photo Ark” by Joel Sartore features
over 400 of Sartore’s animal portraits. Sartore has photographed more than
6000 species as part of the National Geographic Photo Ark project. This is
about half the number of species of animals under human care. In addition to
photos of animals, there are short articles highlighting heroes who rescue,
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breed, or care for a variety of animals.
“The Bizarre and Incredible World of Plants” edited by Alexandra Papadakis is
another photo focused oversized book. These images are of various plants or
seeds and have been captured using special light and scanning electron
microscopy. Cross sections are included to reveal the interior of flowers and
other plants. In addition to the photos, information regarding plants is included. The importance of color, pollen, water, etc. is discussed in regards to the
plants’ evolution and survival. It’s written in a very technical style, but this is
still great for the lay reader like me. I prefer this book for the amazing images!
Less a coffee table book, and more of an oversized how to guide, DK Publishing’s “The Night Sky Month by Month” by Will Gater and Giles Sparrow is full of
facts. This book could keep a guest, or yourself, entertained for hours. Monthly
sky guides are included, along with instructions for using the sky guides. An
astronomy enthusiast could skip straight to the sky guides, but for the layperson, the book begins by explaining the basics of looking into space and
looking at specific stars, as well as what equipment is needed for star gazing.
Also by DK Publishing, “Musicals: The Definitive Illustrated Story” is jam
packed with facts and photos from the history of musicals. This coffee table
book is divided into four parts: The Modern Musical to 1939, A Golden Age
1940-1969, New Inventions 1970-1999, and A Musical Revival 2000- present.
Presented in chronological order, photos from the musicals, advertisements,
or actors are included alongside tidbits about the show such as an actor’s
biography, or information about the musical score.
These and other oversized books can be found in the library by subject with
the rest of the nonfiction collection. Stop by or call the Columbus Public Library
at 402-564-7116 if you have any questions about these books, other oversized
books in the collection, or any other resources we offer.

Calendar Connection

You only have a few more days to enter a
story in our short story contest. Any genre
of story can be entered. If you can limit it
to 20 pages or less our judges would
appreciate it. You can either come to the library and drop your entry off at
the Customer Service desk, or email it to library@columbusne.us. We will
award Amazon gift cards to the first, second, and third place winners. The
winning story will also be published in an upcoming edition of the library
newsletter. The deadline to enter is July 1st.

Calendar Connection
Join us in room 210. All supplies
will be provided, but you are
more than welcome to bring
something you are working on.
We will have coloring pages,
markers, gel pens, colored
pencils, crayons, a variety of
puzzles, and word puzzle books
spread out for your use. A
puzzle mat will also be provided
so you can start a puzzle, then
roll it up to work on next time.
Come and go as you please, and
enjoy the library atmosphere.

Back by popular demand this summer is a crochet
class at the library! Bring your yarn and crochet hooks
and learn new stitches! Crochet teachers will be on
hand to show what can be made with crochet and
then demonstrate the stitches. It helps if you have a
basic understanding of crochet, can do the chain
stitch, and single crochet for learning these new
stitches. Beginners are welcome and
extra teachers will be on hand to get
you started. Crochet hooks and yarn
will be provided, but if you have
your own, please bring them. Make
plans to come July 8th at 2:00 PM!

Calendar Connection
Teen Summer Reading:
Anytime Activity July 3rd-9th– DIY Kaleidoscopes
July 6th at 1:00 p.m.– Frozen Fractals
Chill out with more coding fun at the library. Learn how
to code and create digital art.
Anytime Activity July 10th-16th– Read-In
July 11th at 1:00 p.m.– Robotic Friends
Write a program to control your friends! Join us to turn
other teens into robots!
July 13th at 1:00 p.m.– Recycled Toy Hospital
Give new life to old, cast-off toys. Warning: small stuffed
animals will be harmed in the making of this craft.

Calendar Connection
Children’s Summer Reading: Each week has its own theme
Building County Pride @ Your Library:
July 3rd at 10:30 a.m.– Movie in the Auditorium
July 4th– Library Closed
July 5th– No CPL Imagination Builders
July 7th at 10:30 a.m.– Story Time @ the Platte County Fair (Ag Park Exhibit Hall)

Building Creativity @ Your Library:
July 10th at 10:30 a.m.– Movie in the Auditorium
July 11th at 10:30 a.m.– Omaha Henry Doorly Zoo presents “Zoo2You!”
July 12th at 10:30 a.m.– CPL Imagination Builders (3rd-5th graders)
July 13th at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.– Story Time

Your Columbus Public Library

There have been many great books added to our catalog recently. To place a hold on any of
the titles listed below, or another book, please call the library at 402-564-7116.
Little White Lies– Ace Atkins

One of the Boys– Daniel Magariel

Proving Ground– Peter Blauner

The Long Drop– Denise Mina

Heat Storm– Richard Castle

The Thirst– Jo Nesbo

Dragon Teeth– Michael Crichton

Music of the Ghosts– Vaddey Ratner

The Roanoke Girls– Amy Engel

Come Sundown– Nora Roberts

Walking on my Grave– Carolyn Hart

The Frozen Hours– Jeff Shaara

Threads of Suspicion– Dee Henderson

The Best of Adam Sharp– Graeme Simsion

Ominous– Lisa Jackson

Border Child– Michel Stone

The Shadow Land– Elizabeth Kostova

Testimony– Scott Turow

Our monthly Tech Tuesday will be held
on July 11th from 6-8 p.m. on the first
floor of the East Wing. You are welcome
to bring your own electronic devices or
just explore the ones we have in the
library for patrons to use. This is a great
opportunity to ask any questions you
have about our online resources, or to
learn tips to better understand your own
devices. Call 402-564-7116 for more
information. Ask for Karen, Rachelle,
or Melissa.

Connecting Readers & Writers
Happy Birthday to these authors:
Franz Kafka– July 3, 1883
Craig Nova– July 5, 1945
Anna Quindlen– July 8, 1953
E.B. White– July 11, 1899
Isaac Bashevis Singer– July 14, 1904
Our CPL Book Discussion Group selection for
July is “Black Elk Speaks” by John G. Neihardt.
Widely hailed as a spiritual classic, this inspirational and unfailingly powerful story reveals the life
and visions of the Lakota healer Nicholas Black Elk
and the tragic history of his Sioux people during
the epic closing decades of the Old West. In 1930,
the aging Black Elk met a kindred spirit, the famed
poet, writer, and critic John G. Neihardt, on the
Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. The
Lakota elder chose Neihardt to share his visions
and life with the world. Neihardt understood and
today Black Elk is known to all.
We will have our book discussion on Thursday,
July 27th at 7:00 p.m.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness–
The Declaration of Independence July 4, 1776

